
Know every detail  
at every stage of project development.

Laser Scanning Data Collection and Modeling



  
Details matter for accuracy, efficiency, and cost.

As infrastructure and facility designs become more sophisticated and complex,  
it’s more important than ever to have a firm grasp of what goes into every inch  
of your project at every stage of development. Laser Scanning Data Collection  
and Modeling from Erdman Anthony gives you that advantage, providing you  
with the most accurate, most detailed, and robust information available for your 
project. It truly is the most valuable asset you can have as a project manager  
for keeping your project fully aligned with your job’s requirements, budget, and 
creative vision. 

Know where your project stands from start to finish—  
and every detail in between. 
Inaccurate drawings based on manual measurement methods and tools can put your 
team in a constant and costly cycle of field visits, RFIs, and change orders. Laser 
Scanning Data Collection and Modeling lets you maximize the value that comes from 
knowing site conditions as they exist. 

Easily compile and access scanned project data while eliminating the extra  
time and costs needed to send crews back to the worksite to re-measure or adjust 
equipment. Create precise, 3D models with astonishing accuracy and efficiency  
that can be easily imported into any CAD package. With the most current, accurate 
project details at your fingertips, you can address any question or concern about  
your project with confidence and clarity. Best of all, you can improve your project’s  
budget and schedule, resulting in a more predictable bottom line for you—and  
your customers. 
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Laser Scan and Model

Compressor Facility, Southern Tier, NY 
Laser Scan and Model
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Make it smart—BIM. 
Building Information Modeling, or BIM, is at the heart of creating information- 
rich models that can help you seamlessly align with manufacturer specs  
on your project. BIM adds intelligence and information to the objects in a  
3D model, allowing you to see the most accurate representation possible. 

Of course, BIM is just one of the ways Erdman Anthony helps you measure  
and document buildings. From floor plans to exterior elevations to mechanical 
routing—and more—we can customize any building documentation survey  
to meet your required level of accuracy and cost saving requirements. 

Protect your clients and your workforce.
Should a detail on a particular project be challenged or disputed, you  
always have precise and timely documentation to fall back on. This not  
only ensures that your project stays on track, it protects your client and  
team from potential legal issues that can affect the outcome of current  
and future projects.  

Keep the surveyor out of harm’s way. 
Laser scanning also allows safer and less intrusive field data collection  
during daily site or facility operations because it measures directly to an  
object with a laser, so physical contact with that object is unnecessary.  
Whether it’s busy traffic, great heights, or difficult terrain, the scanner  
makes it easier to meet these challenges safely. 

Meet environmental  
and civil codes.
In projects where the worksite environment must  

Markets Served
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• MEP • Archeological 
• Transportation •  Energy / Utilities 
 

For years, businesses across the country have chosen 
Erdman Anthony to provide surveying, civil engineering, 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing design services for  
their facilities needs.

Now we can apply this experience to all your Laser Scanning 
Data Collection and Modeling needs.

Results that speak for themselves.

Laser Scan and Model

be returned to its original condition, access to 
stored data gives you the ability to go back and  
see conditions at the start of the project and 
precisely replicate them using the scanned data. 
The position of roads, landscaping, signage, and 
other details can be easily confirmed and 
accurately restored to meet rigorous building,  
civil, and environmental codes. 

Wards Island WPCP, New York City, Laser Scan and Model

Marysville Tunnel, Marysville, PA       
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Learn more about our LASER SCANNING DATA COLLECTION AND MODELING capabilities at  
www.erdmananthony.com/laserscanning

 
For more information, contact:  

Bryan Merritt  
at (561) 753-9723 or  

email merrittBA@erdmananthony.com

Niagara River Gorge, Niagara Falls, NY 
Laser Scan and Model

Sugar Plant, Belle Glade, FL 
Laser Scan and Model
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